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I.   Introduction 

Web is developed during a chaotic and decentralized process and this trend leads top generation of an extensive 

volume of documents connected to each other with no logical organization and order. The boom increase in web 

use besides its capacities and capabilities has made it necessary to storage big data of million users and visitors.  

In fact, web is changed to a large set of structured and semi-structured data and web users insure loss due to 

overlapping data. Therefore, analysis of search behavior of web users and interests of users is an important factor. 

Examining behaviors of web users, a method to discover hidden knowledge in interaction between users and web, 

is one of important tools in scope of web search.  

Web mining is associated with data mining technics in large storages if input data into web system [1]. This term 

was introduced by Etzioni in 1996 [2]. General process of web mining is divided into three different but linked 

groups by researchers based on input data used by them. These groups include web search structure, web content 

mining and web mining application. Cooley (1971) introduced a specific term about web search application or 

web mining that is defined as automatic browsing process of and definition of behavioral patterns available for 

users about website input data [3].  

There are many researches in this field that study based on the existing information about the user behavior in 

interaction with web to mine this knowledge and use it in different scopes in web including personalization of 

web pages and pages recommendations [4, 5], determining the relation between documents [6] and self-

organization of web. Accordingly, it is vital to understand these issues and understand user needs in order to 

deliver better services to websites owners [7]. 

This generation requires benefit information mining from big data related to website. This data is obtained from 

different contents of web documents such as text, graphic, data from web structure such as html and xml tags, 

data from log web such as address (URL) and IP, date or time of access to web pages or data belonged to users 

such as registration, customer specifications, etc. 

Therefore, information obtained from users’ activities in web space is precious to some extent that large companies 

tend to collect this data intensively. Internet user trace is highly valuable for companies. With replacing 
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advertisement among the main content of site, advertisement and target content is subsidiary and you, as a user, 

use advertisements instead of the main content; in this case, the right of distinguishing between advertisement [8] 

and main content of website is eliminated [9].   

In recent year, importance of mining users’ interest is a beneficial and effective recommendation because e-

commerce is highly applied. In general, data mining is an interdisciplinary movement that encompasses some 

scopes such as database, machine learning, sapid calculations and visualization. Specifically, data mining is a 

branch of artificial intelligence that employs automatic processes to find information. 

Hence, increase in number of web-based applications leads to collection of a large collection of data existing in 

log web server that its results is discovery of information by application of web mining technics in web mining 

application pattern, in which, the searches conducted by users are considered in order to find beneficial 

information. Commercial groups employ this information in order to increase the profit obtained from 

personalization of websites for their customers based on the increase in their satisfaction level. 

 

II.   Literature review 

In research [13], Tao et al. have introduced an integrated intention-based algorithm for web transaction mining 

that can process all data collections with different types of data simultaneously through an efficient method of 

intentional browsing and can convert the number of intentional browsing data to linguistic understandable items 

using fuzzy set concept. The main algorithm considers Web Transaction Mining (WTM) of a product on a 

webpage that is indicated with B[li] that means a webpage B with item li. The objective of this algorithm, which 

is focused on the purchased items (IWTMp), is to indicate the point that average level of user interest in an item 

can be shown with a specific set of Intentional Browsing Data (IBD) and this algorithm can improve predicting 

power of the main transaction data mining association rules. On the other hand, the not-purchased items and not 

considered before (IWTMnp) items are used to search webpages without any purchase and with intentional 

browsing data, that data mining transaction of main algorithm was not possible without intentional browsing data.  

In ref [14], Rana Forsati et al. presented a hybrid algorithm that uses information of user browsing and link 

between pages in order to propose pages to users. The introduced criterion for calculation of weight (page rank) 

of observed by users would employ “page visit duration” and “page visit frequency” that indicate interest rate and 

importance level of pages among users. In this section, the presented method combines linked information of 

pages and users usage. In this algorithm, pages are ranked based on a new criterion that indicates users’ interests 

and importance of the page properly. Since, the accuracy of the first propose page is high in the provided 

algorithms and increase in number of proposed pages decreases accuracy considerably [10, 15, 16], the first page 

is proposed based on the usage data of users and the other pages will be classified based on the data of site structure 

and pages classification rules. This method can improve the quality of recommended page partially. The evidence 

for this idea is based on the implicit information of pages link because designers of webpages provide a link 

between pages with same titles and contents. On the other hand, use of site structure for new pages or pages with 

low visit frequencies makes it possible to be present in recommended pages and solves the problem in 

recommendations of new pages in dynamic sites.  

In ref [11], Dipha Dixit et al conducted a study to provide two chained architectures to record direct understanding 

of users like a list of recommendations. It is considerable that this list is made of pages visited by user and the 

pages visited by other users that work on the same scope. Online navigation performance is developing; hence, 

intellectual information mining is a hard issue in this case. An approach of web mining usage is such designed 

that can work on web server logs that include user tracking. Implementation of algorithm and architecture will 

prove that accuracy in recording direct understanding of user is improved to what extent.     

In research [12], Bommepally et al. discussed implementation and design of proxy analyzers that consist of three 

main components including input analyzer, data base loader, and data analysis.   

1) Input analyzer: the purpose of this module is to extract benefit information from inputs. Inputs usually consist 

of IP address or host name, request time, user password, demanded address and demand status. 2) Database 

loading: this module list the information obtained from input analyzers. This module consists of four constituent 

components. The first component tracks the information path such as username, password, or IP address. The 

second component tracks information domain path. Third components tracks access time path. 3) Data analyzer: 

data analyzer is a module that interacts with user (such as network manager).  

In ref [17], Ali Haroon Abadi et al. presented a developed version of PageRank algorithm in which, interest rate 

of users in webpages and Ant Colony Algorithm are used. A coefficient is added to PageRank algorithm in 

proposed version of this algorithm. Results obtained from simulation show that ranks of proposed version are 

more real and more number of distinguished ranks is generated. PageRank algorithm is a combination of web 

mining usage and web mining structure.  

In ref [18], Kiatcomojong et al. proposed a design for classification of network traffic in three normal, average, 

and high rates of traffic. The proposed system consists of three main steps including data process, determining 

out of range data, and inputs classification. The initial input into system includes raw proxies inputs obtained from 

web proxy server. In preprocess, initial proxy inputs are processes and purified properly. When determining the 
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distinct part, the purified inputs are processed to find the distinct part and all natural inputs are filtered. Finally, 

inputs of distinct part (out of range) are classified to average, high and burst rate for each file category. 

 

III.   Research methodology 

As we know, user performance consists of some logs and we found some logs of an institution that these logs 

saved as text format and included some parts such as searched date, access time, connection and start time, IP 

address of source, username, network card specification, and destination link. 

Now, we should recover pages visited by user in order to analyze user performance and then distinguish Language 

Detection (distinguishing Persian Language), and extract the pattern from webpages at next step.  

Keyword Matching is one of methods. Accordingly, it is possible to match keywords existing in each webpage 

with our keyword domain in order to determine category of pages. 

Machine Learning algorithm is the other method in which, language of pages should be recognized then some 

web features should be illustrated for webpage, keywords are used at the next step and finally, Classification 

methods are used.  

IV.   Results 

This part of study includes illustration and description of results obtained from implemented system. First, a brief 

review on different parts of system is presented in this part.              

 
Figure 1: General Schema of recommender system 

Format of stored logs in system are as username, date, IP (Internet Protocol) Address, access time, and search 

links that are illustrated in figure.  
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Figure 2: Stored logs format of users in server  

 

By selecting the button Open Log, a window is opened like the following figure and the user is asked to give the 

address of storage location of server logs.  

 
Figure 3: Selection window of stored logs location  

 

After loading of recalled logs, system starts to check some information such as accuracy of entered addresses, 

exiting usernames in determined range and links searched by each user (figure 4).  
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Figure 4: Opened window of stored logs  

 

In the next step in “find keyword” tab, all keywords of each site is extracted to find site content and understand 

users’ interests (figure 5).  

 
Figure 5: Finding keywords  

 

In “show user keyword”, the most number of keywords searched by user are shown. For this purpose, first, a user 

is selected and then keyword list will be shown in table automatically (figure 6).  
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Figure 6: Showing user’s keywords 

 

After mining keywords related to each searched site by user, we will be able to determine the favorite site of user 

correctly. For this purpose, keywords and searched link should be inserted into sql program and relevant table and 

in this regard, if the user searches for favorite keyword, the site consisting of searched information will be 

displayed as a default (figure 7).         
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Figure 7: Display database table of recommender system 

 

At the last step and in “Recommend” tab, the proposed site foe selected user is prepared based on the favorites of 

user in sql table and is displayed to user (figure 8).  

 
Figure 8: Recommendation window to user   

 

 
Figure 9: A recommended page to user 

 

If there is not any site recommended to user, browsing engine of Google is displayed as default (figure 10).  
 

 
Figure 10: Displaying Google page to user  

For instance, recommendation steps to users are shown as follows: 

First, a user with fixed name is selected (figure 11).  
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Figure 11: The recalled log of users  

 

After acceptance of keyword information that contains airplane ticket, charter, Kish ticket, Mahan Air, etc., user 

data log will be mined (figure 12).    
 

 
Figure 12. User’s keywords 

 

 
Figure 13: Displaying users’ keywords 
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As is clear, Charter word has been more searched and is on the highest position of keywords; therefore, it can be 

found that the selected user had been searching for airline Reservation site. Therefore, Charter Site is 

recommended to this user (figures 14, 15).   

    
 

 
Figure 14: Highest priority of keywords  

 
Figure 15: Displaying Charter Site to user 
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V. Conclusion 

Expanding increase in number of online stores and huge volume of provided products in these stores and 

increasing websites used in organizations, all firms should find a way to understand users’ interest and present 

personalized recommendations in order to persuade users to use provided services. Creating profile for users is 

the first step in this regard, which includes some information such as organizational-environmental features, 

visiting experience of each user and given ranks based on user’s search. The next step is use of a system with 

intelligent process that determined users’ profiles and interest. Recommender systems help users to find their 

targeted items. Naturally, these systems are capable of recommending if they have not enough information about 

users and considered items of users. Finding valuable and structured information among a large volume of existing 

unstructured information can be used for many of cases. Growth and expansion of social networks has created a 

new opportunity for users to share their ideas and interests with each other. In this regard, recommender systems 

can automatically can find favorite information of users and recommend them. The purpose of recommender 

systems is indeed ranking system items in terms of users’ interests in order to propose high-rank items to user. 

This process can increase system efficiency and reduce user’s confusion among large volume of information in 

virtual space. Communicational networks contribute to simple access to information. Meanwhile, increasing 

information has led to “information overflow”. In this regard, recommender systems have been emerged in 

response to overloaded information. These systems recommend some contents matched with users’ needs. 

Recommender systems need accurate models of features, preferences, needs, system’s knowledge about user and 

users’ activities so that these options have led to emergence of a group of recommender systems to provide users 

with appropriate recommendation. There are different types of information resources in system based of the 

system application. This information might include users’ scores to items, personal information of users, content 

related to system’s items, communications existing in social networks and information related user’s situation. 

Recommender systems cope with overloaded information through automatic recommending to users based on 

their interests and benefiting from statistical technics and knowledge discovery to recommend products and 

services to users. Recommender system would enable user to find suitable and favorite option without facing any 

repetitive or unhelpful information rapidly. The advantage of this system is performing based on the users’ activity 

and collecting their behavior and interest. There are various resources and methods for data collection. Explicit 

method is a data collection method, in which user explicitly expresses favorite options. In this method, user 

highlights and enters interest level in system and indeed enhances information level of system and system can 

predict priorities and interests of users based on these scores. The other data collection method is implicit method 

that is a little harder and system should track and monitor behaviors and activities of users to find his/her interests 

and favorite options. This information consists of click paths, times spent on each page, closed pages, etc. in 

addition to explicit and implicit information, some systems use personal information of users. Studies indicate 

that recommender systems do this action very well; however, they face some deficits. Hence, it is vital to improve 

system and organization performance and results providing efficient algorithms. An approach of content 

recommender system based on users’ logs existing on proxy server was presented in this study considering 

interests of users. This system not only was effective in search speed of sites considered by users to meet their 

needs but also reduced network traffic at organizational level considerably and network bandwidth enjoyed less 

traffic. Therefore, users could access to their required sites with the least time cost and this expanded quality and 

satisfaction among organization coworkers. 
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